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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. However, Cynthia found a
perfect used truck the finance manager had been using and we got a deal done. Young was a
pleasure doing business with. They even fixed a simple condensate drain issue on my personal
vehicle while we drew up the paperwork for the pickup u was buying. Oh, and I love my new
truck. Finally talked to someone after I called twice. Still waiting to find out if it is available.
Dealer had several cars that would have fit my needs and were priced attractively BUT when we
went to the business no one was wearing masks and in this stage of the pandemic in Oklahoma
I did not feel safe. Sales lady did not want to work with me on the price said her boss was going
to buy the truck that's why they had had it for so long. Then told me I was not going to find a
better deal. I enjoyed my experience at automax and did actually find a vehicle that fit my needs
there. If I could make one remark it seems like they have vehicles advertised that don't actually
exist on the lot. The listings are often months old and have been reported to the app but it
seems like nobody is going to take the listing down. Kind of a classic bait and switch tactic but
it worked on me so what can I say? Maintenance records would have given the dealer the
answer I was looking for. Basically had the car been maintained regularly. I did receive
information from this dealer but had decided to pursue a different vehicle closer to home. I give
a 5 star because they responded back about my questions and concerns answered in a timely
matter. Follow up was good. The vehicle sold very quickly and they called to let me know before
I came there. Very nice to talk to. As advertised!! Although I did not purchase a car, Hill Country
Autoplex was quick to respond to my inquiry. So far these guys have been great. Very upfront
and honest. Will update in a few weeks after having the car for a while. Responded quickly but I
was out of town at the time. Would of liked to have seen and test driven the Ford. Although we
did not buy the car we originally went to look at, we bought a different Mazda. Great dealer to
work with, casual but professional and our daughter is very happy with her new ride! Thanks
again Sands Auto Sales. Bruce allowed us to view a vehicle even though he was closed. We had
a very transparent and friendly experience. Nice courteous answered and requested got back to
me in a relatively good manner of time. The young lady that I'm dealing with is very good at her
job her name is Kim I would definitely recommend a person to see her I'm just waiting to get my
car so I can show a couple of my buddies that Sandy car lot has some good deals just want to
say said they might want to buy a car to there. Honest smaller dealership, most of their cars
come from larger dealerships clearing lower priced inventory or auctions. They gave us a 3
month warranty on the vehicle's engine which was awesome. If they know the background of a
vehicle they will tell you up front. I purchased this vehicle without any hassle, they worked with
my wife and I without an all day struggle from a big dealership. The Torrent GXP crouches an
inch lower to the ground than the Base model, features a revised front end and a unique hood
with cooling vents, and comes equipped with larger inch wheels compared to inch standard
wheels for the Base model. It also rides on a sport-tuned suspension. Pontiac pumps up the
power in the Torrent GXP with a horsepower, 3. The engine links to a six-speed automatic
transmission, which impedes the GXP's sport appeal just a bit, but provides smooth shifting.
Inside, the Torrent GXP features sporty seats with beefed-up side bolsters, a unique dashboard
and instrument cluster with red-backlit gauges, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. Like the
Base model, it's available with either front-wheel or all-wheel drive. All versions come with an
upgraded stability system, as well as a tire-pressure monitoring system and new digital
compass, which are part of the vehicle information center, located on the instrument panel. As
in previous years, the rear seat of the Torrent can slide forward or back, so drivers can adjust it
to provide more cargo space or more legroom for backseat passengers. The back seats also
recline into two positions, adding flexibility for passengers. Other standard features include
antilock brakes, fog lights, power locks and windows, keyless entry, air conditioning, and a roof
rack available as an option on the GXP. The Base model comes equipped with a standard
horsepower, 3. The Torrent received high marks in front and side impact crash tests in previous
years, and comes standard with a theft-deterrent alarm system. And thanks to its unibody
design, it handles more like a sedan than an SUV. Options include OnStar, side-impact airbags,
and a power sunroof. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Pontiac Torrent listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus

User. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Weelborg Chevrolet is
proud to present this Pontiac Torrent. Odometer is miles below market average! Sweet Wheels
Great Deals COM or This is a one of a kind Torrent. It has extremely low miles for the year and
has been well kept. The interior and exterior look great. It runs and drives smoothly. The engine
is responsive yet very quiet. This one seats five and provides a good cargo area behind the
seats. The seats fold down for even more space! If you are looking for a really nice low mileage
SUV at a great price come check this one out!! If Great Service, Selection and Price are
important to you then you owe it to yourself to experience the Courtesy Mazda difference. We
are conveniently located just North of Denver in Longmont. Why Buy From Courtesy Mazda?
We want your ownership experience to extend far beyond your buying experience. We want you
part of the Courtesy Mazda family. Call us today to speak with one of our Highly Trained staff
members at Your search has found yourself this great deal from the best used car dealership.
This is one of our wholesale units. We make sure they run, drive, and stop. There will be issues
and that is why it is priced as cheap as it is. We have done a safety inspection that you can get a
copy of but we recommend taking it to someone you trust for a second opinion. Tinker a little
and save a lot!! Or call and ask about putting the money down on a newer vehicle with very
affordable payments. First, and most importantly we have the best prices in Michigan. In
addition, our prices are no haggle and often below wholesale prices. We will show you the price
comparison of our vehicle versus the competition so you can see for yourself what a great deal
you're getting. You will also be given a CarFax vehicle history report free of charge. Our store
has been reliable and trusted for our 90 years in business. Schafer Chevrolet is the only dealer
to give you all this! Our inventory moves fast! So get off the internet now, and give us a call or
come in! You'll be glad you did! Limited to miles after purchase. Call us today! Do not hesitate
to call, email, or come by Putnam Chevrolet to talk to our sales team about this, or other
vehicles in our inventory. Our goal is to make your experience as stress-free as possible. Visit
our website for available new or used inventory. We can even shop around for you with our
access to thousands of vehicles! We do accept trades and have excellent financing options with
good interest rates. Putnam Chevrolet is a small family owned business in California, MO. We
love our country and still believe in the golden rule where we treat you like we would want to be
treated. Whether you are looking to purchase, finance, or service your vehicle, youre part of our
Putnam family. We look forward to working with you! Please call us to arrange a test drive at
Putnam Chevrolet. The way this SUV runs, you might think it's ageless. A nice SUV, stop today
for a test drive. Loaded with options! Sure those fancy showrooms are nice, but YOU pay for
that Non Commissioned Sales Staff! Shipping options for out of state purchases! We take
anything in on trade! Recent Arrival! This Pontiac Torrent is well equipped and includes the
following key features and benefits, 16 x 6. Budget any additional costs to make this vehicle up
to your standards. Call and ask about this Torrent today! No Accidents! What is Budget Blow
Out? Ben Davis Budget Program is a select offering of used cars that have traditionally been
sold to independent dealers and small used car lots. They are generally higher mileage, older,
lower-priced vehicles that are perhaps 'flawed' in some way. There is no negotiation necessary.
Must add Tax,Title, and Doc to sales price. Come see our huge selection of new and pre-owned
vehicles! We also stock plenty of the best selling Duramax Diesel! We strive to treat all our
customers like family by giving you the best buying experience possible, and by paying you top
dollar for your trade! We make every effort to be accurate in our descriptions and pricing.
Pricing subject to change on daily basis. Please call to confirm equipment and availability.
Carfax Vehicle History Report available on every vehicle. The Byers Family has been serving the
Central Ohio area for over years, we'll be here and ready to serve you when you need us!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Base Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Know The
Deal. Title issue. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 33 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I
bought my Torrent used with around 90, miles. After a few months I started to have engine
power problems transmission problems, losing power, running rough. I also had problems with
the stabilitrac and antilock brakes. I went to the dealership and they had no answers or ideas on
what the problem was. I did some research and a domino effect of thing were improved by a
new egr valve as well as plugs and wires. I did all repairs myself to save hundreds. All the
problems went away and I've put 10's of thousands of miles on it with no more issues. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.

For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

